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Abstract
Random s-intersection graphs have recently received
much interest in a wide range of application areas.
Broadly speaking, a random s-intersection graph is con-
structed by first assigning each vertex a set of items in
some random manner, and then putting an undirected
edge between all pairs of vertices that share at least s
items (the graph is called a random intersection graph
when s = 1). A special case of particular interest is
a uniform random s-intersection graph, where each ver-
tex independently selects the same number of items uni-
formly at random from a common item pool. Another
important case is a binomial random s-intersection graph,
where each item from a pool is independently assigned
to each vertex with the same probability. Both mod-
els have found numerous applications thus far includ-
ing cryptanalysis, and the modeling of recommender sys-
tems, secure sensor networks, online social networks, trust
networks and small-world networks (uniform random s-
intersection graphs), as well as clustering analysis, clas-
sification, and the design of integrated circuits (binomial
random s-intersection graphs).
In this paper, for binomial/uniform random s-
intersection graphs, we present results related to k-
connectivity and minimum vertex degree. Specifically, we
derive the asymptotically exact probabilities and zero–
one laws for the following three properties: (i) k-vertex-
connectivity, (ii) k-edge-connectivity and (iii) the prop-
erty of minimum vertex degree being at least k.
Keywords—Random intersection graph, random
key graph, connectivity, secure sensor network.
1 Introduction
Random s-intersection graphs have received consider-
able attention recently [1–13]. In such a graph, each
vertex is equipped with a set of items in some ran-
dom manner, and two vertices establish an undirected
edge in between if and only if they have at least s
items in common. A large amount of work [17–36]
study the case of s being 1, under which the graphs
are simply referred to as random intersection graphs.
∗The authors are with ECE Department and CyLab,
Carnegie Mellon University, USA. Emails: {junzhao, oyagan,
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Random (s-)intersection graphs have been used
to model secure wireless sensor networks [12–22],
wireless frequency hopping [22], epidemics in human
populations [1, 2], small-world networks [39], trust
networks [40, 41], social networks [2–6] such as col-
laboration networks [2–4] and common-interest net-
works [5, 6]. Random intersection graphs also mo-
tivated Beer et al. [42, 43] to introduce a general
concept of vertex random graphs that subsumes any
graph model where random features are assigned to
vertices, and edges are drawn based on deterministic
relations between the features of the vertices.
Among different models of random s-intersection
graphs, two widely studied models are the so-called
uniform random s-intersection graph and binomial
random s-intersection graph defined in detail below.
1.1 Graph models
Uniform random s-intersection graph. A
uniform random s-intersection graph, denoted by
Gs(n,Kn, Pn), is defined on n vertices as follows.
Each vertex independently selects Kn different items
uniformly at random from a pool of Pn distinct items.
Two vertices have an edge in between if and only if
they share at least s items. The notion “uniform”
means that all vertices have the same number of items
(but likely different sets of items). Here Kn and Pn
are both functions of n, while s does not scale with
n. It holds that 1 ≤ s ≤ Kn ≤ Pn. Under s = 1, the
graph is also known as a random key graph [37–39].
Binomial random s-intersection graph. A
binomial random s-intersection graph, denoted by
Hs(n, tn, Pn), is defined on n vertices as follows. Each
item from a pool of Pn distinct items is assigned to
each vertex independently with probability tn. Two
vertices establish an edge in between if and only if
they have at least s items in common. The term
“binomial” is used since the number of items assigned
to each vertex follows a binomial distribution with
parameters Pn (the number of trials) and tn (the
success probability in each trial). Here tn and Pn
are both functions of n, while s does not scale with
n. Also it holds that 1 ≤ s ≤ Pn.
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1.2 Problem Statement. Our goal in this paper
is to investigate properties related to k-connectivity
and minimum vertex degree of random s-intersection
graphs (k-vertex-connectivity and k-edge-connectivity
are called together as k-connectivity for convenience).
In particular, we wish to answer the following ques-
tion:
For a uniform random s-intersection graph
Gs(n,Kn, Pn) (resp., a binomial random s-
intersection graph Hs(n, tn, Pn)), with parameters
Kn (resp., tn) and Pn scaling with the number of
vertices n, what is the asymptotic behavior of the
probabilities for Gs(n,Kn, Pn) (resp., Hs(n, tn, Pn))
(i) being k-vertex-connected, (ii) being k-edge-
connected, and (iii) having a minimum vertex degree
at least k, respectively, as n grows large? A graph is
said to be k-vertex-connected if the remaining graph
is still connected despite the deletion of at most
(k − 1) arbitrary vertices, and k-edge-connectivity
is defined similarly for the deletion of edges [48];
with k = 1, these definitions reduce to the standard
notion of graph connectivity [44, 45]. The degree of a
vertex is defined as the number of edges incident on
it. The three graph properties considered here are
related to each other in that k-vertex-connectivity
implies k-edge-connectivity, which in turn implies
that the minimum vertex degree is at least k [48].
1.3 Summary of Results. We summarize our re-
sults below, first for a uniform random s-intersection
graph and then for a binomial random s-intersection
graph. Throughout the paper, both s and k are
positive integers and do not scale with n. Also,
naturally we consider 1 ≤ s ≤ Kn ≤ Pn for
graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) and 1 ≤ s ≤ Pn for graph
Hs(n, tn, Pn). We use the standard Landau asymp-
totic notation Ω(·), ω(·), O(·), o(·),Θ(·). P[E ] denotes
the probability that event E happens.
k-Connectivity & minimum vertex degree
in uniform random s-intersection graphs:
For a uniform random s-intersection graph
Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under Pn = Ω(n), with sequence
αn defined by
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ αn
n
,(1.1)
then as n→∞, if αn → α⋆ ∈ [−∞,∞], the following
convergence results hold:
P [Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is k-vertex-connected. ]→ e−
e−α
⋆
(k−1)! ,
P [Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is k-edge-connected. ]→ e−
e−α
⋆
(k−1)! ,
and
P
[
Gs(n,Kn, Pn) has a minimum
vertex degree at least k.
]
→ e− e
−α⋆
(k−1)! .
k-Connectivity & minimum vertex degree
in binomial random s-intersection graphs:
For a binomial random s-intersection graph
Hs(n, tn, Pn) under Pn = Ω(n) for s ≥ 2 or
Pn = Ω(n
c) for s = 1 with some constant c > 1, with
sequence βn defined by
1
s!
· tn2sPns = lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ βn
n
,
then as n→∞, if βn → β⋆ ∈ [−∞,∞], the following
convergence results hold:
P [Hs(n, tn, Pn) is k-vertex-connected. ]→ e−
e−β
⋆
(k−1)! ,
P [Hs(n, tn, Pn) is k-edge-connected. ]→ e−
e−β
⋆
(k−1)! ,
and
P
[
Hs(n, tn, Pn) has a minimum
vertex degree at least k.
]
→ e− e
−β⋆
(k−1)! .
Since the probability e−
e−α
⋆
(k−1)! (resp., e−
e−β
⋆
(k−1)! )
equals 1 if α⋆ =∞ (resp., β⋆ =∞) and 0 if α⋆ = −∞
(resp., β⋆ = −∞), the above results of asymptotically
exact probabilities also imply the corresponding zero–
one laws, where a zero–one law [37] means that
the probability that the graph has certain property
asymptotically converges to 0 under some conditions
and converges to 1 under some other conditions.
1.4 Comparison with related work. Table 1
summarizes relevant work in the literature on uni-
form/binomial random s-intersection graphs in terms
of k-vertex-connectivity, k-edge connectivity, and the
property of minimum vertex degree being at least k.
Among the related work, Bloznelis and Rybar-
czyk [7] recently also derived the asymptotically ex-
act probabilities of uniform random s-intersection
graphs (but not of binomial random s-intersection
graphs) for the three properties above (the easily
implied results on k-edge-connectivity were not ex-
plicitly mentioned). Yet, when s is a constant
or O(1) as in many applications, their results re-
quire Kn = O
(
(lnn)
1
5s
)
for k-connectivity (k-vertex-
connectivity and k-edge-connectivity), under a scal-
ing the same as in Equation (1.1). In other words,
the one-law part of k-connectivity is as follows: un-
der certain conditions including Kn = O
(
(lnn)
1
5s
)
,
if 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
= lnn+(k−1) ln lnn+ω(1)n , then a uni-
form random s-intersection graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is
k-connected with a probability converging to 1 as
n → ∞. From Kn = O
(
(lnn)
1
5s
)
and 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
=
lnn+(k−1) ln lnn+ω(1)
n , it is straightforward to derive
Pn = O
(
n
1
s (lnn)−
3
5s
)
; i.e., Pn = O˜
(
n
1
s
)
ignoring
the lnn terms. However, in secure wireless sen-
sor network applications where uniform random s-
2
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intersection graphs are widely investigated, condi-
tions Kn = O
(
(lnn)
1
5s
)
and Pn = O˜
(
n
1
s
)
are both
likely impractical because Kn and Pn are often at
least on the order of lnn and n, respectively, to ensure
that the network has reasonable resiliency against
sensor capture attacks [16–18]. The results reported
in this paper cover the practical range where Pn is at
least on the order of n.
1.5 Roadmap. We organize the rest of the paper
as follows. We detail the main results in Section
2. Sections 3 and 4 detail the steps of establishing
the theorems. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
The Appendix provides additional arguments used in
proving the theorems.
2 Main Results
Below we explain the main results of uniform ran-
dom s-intersection graphs and binomial random s-
intersection graphs, respectively.
2.1 Results of uniform random s-intersection
graphs. The following theorem presents results on
k-connectivity and minimum vertex degree in a uni-
form random s-intersection graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn).
Theorem 2.1. For a uniform random s-intersection
graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under
Pn = Ω(n),(2.2)
with sequence αn defined by
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ αn
n
,(2.3)
it holds that
lim
n→∞
P[Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is k-vertex-connected. ]
= lim
n→∞
P[Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is k-edge-connected. ]
= lim
n→∞
P
[
Gs(n,Kn, Pn) has a minimum
vertex degree at least k.
]
=

e−
e−α
∗
(k−1)! , if lim
n→∞
αn = α
∗ ∈ (−∞,∞),
0, if lim
n→∞
αn = −∞,
1, if lim
n→∞αn =∞.
For graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn), Theorem 2.1 presents
the asymptotically exact probabilities and zero–one
laws for the following three properties: (i) k-vertex
connectivity, (ii) k-edge-connectivity and (iii) the
property of minimum vertex degree being at least k.
By Lemma 6.2 on Page 9, under (2.2) and (2.3)
with constrained |αn| = O(ln lnn), we can show
that the left hand side of (2.3), i.e., 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
, is
asymptotically equivalent to the edge probability of
graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn). As given in Lemma 13 of the
full version [9], with qn denoting the edge probability
of graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn), if condition (2.3) is replaced
by qn =
lnn+(k−1) ln lnn+αn
n , and condition (2.2) is
kept unchanged, then all results in Theorem 2.1 still
follow. Hence, the uniform random s-intersection
graph model under condition (2.2) exhibits the same
behavior as the well-known Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph model
[45], in the sense that for each of (i) k-vertex-
connectivity, (ii) k-edge-connectivity and (iii) the
property of minimum vertex degree being at least k,
a common point for the phase transition from a zero-
law to a one-law occurs when the edge probability
equals lnn+(k−1) ln lnnn .
2.2 Results for binomial random s-
intersection graphs. The following theorem
presents results on k-connectivity and minimum
vertex degree in a binomial random s-intersection
graph Hs(n, tn, Pn).
Theorem 2.2. For a binomial random s-
intersection graph Hs(n, tn, Pn) under
{
Pn = Ω(n), for s ≥ 2,
Pn = Ω(n
c) for some constant c > 1, for s = 1,
(2.4)
with sequence βn defined by
1
s!
· tn2sPns = lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ βn
n
,(2.5)
it holds that
lim
n→∞
P[Hs(n, tn, Pn) is k-vertex-connected. ]
= lim
n→∞
P[Hs(n, tn, Pn) is k-edge-connected. ]
= lim
n→∞P
[
Hs(n, tn, Pn) has a minimum
vertex degree at least k.
]
=

e−
e−β
∗
(k−1)! , if lim
n→∞
βn = β
∗ ∈ (−∞,∞),
0, if lim
n→∞βn = −∞,
1, if lim
n→∞
βn =∞.
For graph Hs(n, tn, Pn), Theorem 2.2 presents
the asymptotically exact probabilities and zero–one
laws for the following three properties: (i) k-vertex
connectivity, (ii) k-edge-connectivity and (iii) the
property of minimum vertex degree being at least k.
By Lemma 12 of the full version [9], under (2.4)
and (2.5) with constrained |βn| = O(ln lnn), we can
show that the left hand side of (2.5), i.e., 1s! · tn2sPns,
is asymptotically equivalent to the edge probability
3
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Graph Property Results Work
uniform random
s-intersection graph
Gs(n,Kn, Pn)
k-connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ k exact probabilities
this paper
[7] (only for
Kn = O
(
(lnn)
1
5s
)
)
connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ 1 exact probabilities
[8] (only for
Kn = O
(
(lnn)
1
5s
)
)
G1(n,Kn, Pn)
k-connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ k
exact probabilities [25]
zero–one laws [19, 20]
connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ 1
exact probabilities [28]
zero–one laws [36, 37]
binomial random
s-intersection graph
Hs(n, tn, Pn)
k-connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ k
exact probabilities
this paper
zero–one laws
connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ 1
exact probabilities
zero–one laws
H1(n, tn, Pn)
k-connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ k
exact probabilities [25]
zero–one laws [20]
connectivity &
min. vertex degree ≥ 1
exact probabilities [21]
zero–one laws [29, 30]
Table 1: Comparison of our results with related work. k-vertex connectivity and k-edge connectivity are
together written as k-connectivity. Note that results on k-connectivity and min. vertex degree ≥ k also
imply the corresponding results on connectivity and min. vertex degree ≥ 1 by setting k as 1. Also, results
of exact probabilities imply the corresponding results of zero–one laws by monotonicity arguments.
of graph Hs(n, tn, Pn). As given in Lemma 14 of the
full version [9], with ρn denoting the edge probability
of graph Hs(n, tn, Pn), if condition (2.5) is replaced
by ρn =
lnn+(k−1) ln lnn+βn
n , and condition (2.4) is
kept unchanged, then all results in Theorem 2.2 still
follow. Therefore, the binomial random s-intersection
graph model under condition (2.4) exhibits the same
behavior with Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph model, in the sense
that for each of (i) k-vertex-connectivity, (ii) k-
edge-connectivity, and (iii) the property of minimum
vertex degree being at least k, a common point for the
phase transition from a zero-law to a one-law occurs
when the edge probability equals lnn+(k−1) ln lnnn .
The condition (2.4) has Pn = Ω(n) for s ≥ 2,
and requires a stronger one for s = 1: Pn = Ω(n
c)
for some constant c > 1. The range Pn = Θ(n) is
covered by Pn = Ω(n), but not by Pn = Ω(n
c) with
c > 1. For s = 1 and Pn = Θ(n), results for k-vertex-
connectivity, k-edge connectivity, and the property of
minimum vertex degree being at least k use a scaling
different from (2.5), as given by [20, Theorem 4].
3 Establishing Theorem 2.1
Theorem 2.1 in the special case of s = 1 is proved
by us [25]. Below we explain the steps of establishing
Theorem 2.1 for s ≥ 2. In Section 3.1, we show that
|αn| can be confined as O(ln lnn) in proving Theorem
2.1. In Section 3.2, we consider the relationships
between vertex connectivity, edge connectivity, and
minimum vertex degree.
3.1 Confining |αn|. To confine |αn| as O(ln lnn)
in proving Theorem 2.1, we will demonstrate
Theorem 2.1 under |αn| = O(ln lnn)⇒ Theorem 2.1.
(3.6)
Note that k-vertex-connectivity, k-edge-connectivity,
and the property of minimum vertex degree being
at least k are all monotone increasing1. For any
monotone increasing property I, the probability that
a spanning subgraph (resp., supergraph) of graph G
has I is at most (resp., at least) the probability of
G having I. Therefore, to show (3.6), it suffices to
prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. (a) For graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under
Pn = Ω(n) and
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ αn
n
(3.7)
with limn→∞ αn = −∞, there exists graph
Gs(n, K˜n, P˜n) under P˜n = Ω(n) and
1
s!
· K˜n
2s
P˜n
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ α˜n
n
(3.8)
1A graph property is called monotone increasing if it holds
under the addition of edges [48, 49].
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with limn→∞ α˜n = −∞ and α˜n = −O(ln lnn),
such that there exists a graph coupling2 under
which Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is a spanning subgraph of
Gs(n, K˜n, P˜n).
(b) For graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under Pn = Ω(n)
and
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ αn
n
(3.9)
with limn→∞ αn = ∞, there exists graph
Gs(n, K̂n, P̂n) under P̂n = Ω(n) and
1
s!
· K̂n
2s
P̂n
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ α̂n
n
(3.10)
with limn→∞ α̂n = ∞ and α̂n = O(ln lnn),
such that there exists a graph coupling under
which Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is a spanning supergraph of
Gs(n, K̂n, P̂n).
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is provided in Section
6.2 in the Appendix.
3.2 Relationships between vertex connectiv-
ity, edge connectivity, and minimum vertex
degree. Recall that the vertex connectivity of a
graph is defined as the minimum number of vertices
needing to be deleted to have the remaining graph
disconnected, and the edge connectivity is defined
similarly for the deletion of edges [48]. For graph
Gs(n,Kn, Pn), we use κv, κe and δ to denote the
vertex connectivity, the edge connectivity, and the
minimum vertex degree, respectively. Then k-vertex-
connectivity, k-edge-connectivity, and the property
of minimum vertex degree being at least k, are given
by events κv ≥ k, κe ≥ k, and δ ≥ k, respectively.
For any graph, the vertex connectivity is at most
the edge connectivity, and the edge connectivity is
at most the minimum vertex degree [46–48]. There-
fore, κv ≤ κe ≤ δ holds. Then
P[ κv ≥ k ] ≤ P[ κe ≥ k ] ≤ P[ δ ≥ k ],(3.11)
and
P[κv ≥ k] = P[δ ≥ k]− P[ (κv < k) ∩ (δ ≥ k) ]
≥ P[ δ ≥ k ]−
k−1∑
ℓ=0
P[ (κv = ℓ) ∩ (δ > ℓ) ].(3.12)
2As used by Rybarczyk [20, 21], a coupling of two random
graphs G1 and G2 means a probability space on which random
graphs G′
1
and G′
2
are defined such that G′
1
and G′
2
have the
same distributions as G1 and G2, respectively. If G′1 is a span-
ning subgraph (resp., supergraph) of G′
2
, we say that under
the coupling, G1 is a spanning subgraph (resp., supergraph) of
G2, which yields that for any monotone increasing property I,
the probability of G1 having I is at most (resp., at least) the
probability of G2 having I.
Therefore, the proof is completed once we show
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 below. Note that since k is a
constant, condition (2.3) with |αn| = O(ln lnn) in
Theorem 2.1 implies condition (3.14) in Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.2. ([15, Theorem 2] (our work)) For
uniform random s-intersection graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn)
under Pn = Ω(n), if there exists sequence αn
satisfying |αn| = O(ln lnn) such that
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ αn
n
,
then with δ denoting the minimum vertex degree, it
holds that
lim
n→∞
P[δ ≥ k] = e− e
−α⋆
(k−1)! , if lim
n→∞
αn = α
⋆ ∈ [−∞,∞].
(3.13)
Lemma 3.3. For uniform random s-intersection
graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under Pn = Ω(n) and
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n
,(3.14)
then with κv denoting the vertex connectivity and
δ denoting the minimum vertex degree, it holds for
constant integer ℓ that
P[ (κv = ℓ) ∩ (δ > ℓ) ] = o(1).(3.15)
We detail the proof of Lemma 3.3 below.
3.3 The proof of Lemma 3.3. For graph
Gs(n,Kn, Pn), let the set of vertices be Vn =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Also, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we let Si
denote the set of items on vertex vi. We introduce
event E(J) in the following manner:
E(J) =
⋃
T⊆Vn,
|T |≥2.
[ | ∪vi∈T Si| ≤ J|T | ] ,(3.16)
where J = [J2, J3, . . . , Jn] is an (n − 1)-dimensional
integer valued array, with Ji defined through
Ji =
{
max{⌊(1 + ε1)Kn⌋ , ⌊λ1Kni⌋}, i = 2, . . . , rn,
⌊µ1Pn⌋ , i = rn + 1, . . . , n,
(3.17)
for an arbitrary constant 0 < ε1 < 1 and some
positive constants λ1, µ1 in Lemma 3.4 below, where
rn := min
(⌊
Pn
Kn
⌋
,
⌊
n
2
⌋)
.
By a crude bounding argument, we get
P [ (κv = ℓ) ∩ (δ > ℓ) ](3.18)
≤ P [ E(J)] + P
[
(κv = ℓ) ∩ (δ > ℓ) ∩ E(J)
]
.
5
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Hence, a proof of Lemma 3.3 consists of proving two
lemmas below. Under (2.3) with |αn| = O(ln lnn), we
have 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
= lnn±O(ln lnn)n = o(1) and
Kn
Pn
= o(1),
enabling us to use Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5.
Lemma 3.4. ([5, Proposition 3] (our work))
If Pn = Ω(n) and
Kn
Pn
= o(1), then for an arbitrary
constant 0 < ε1 < 1 and some selected positive
constants λ1, µ1, it holds that
P [E(J)] = o(1).(3.19)
Lemma 3.5. For uniform random s-intersection
graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under Pn = Ω(n) and
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n
,(3.20)
then
P
[
(κv = ℓ) ∩ (δ > ℓ) ∩ E(J)
]
= o(1).(3.21)
The proof of Lemma 3.5 is given in Section 6.3
in the Appendix.
4 Establishing Theorem 2.2
Similar to the idea of confining |αn| in Theorem 2.1,
here we confine |βn| as O(ln lnn) in Theorem 2.2.
Specifically, we will demonstrate
Theorem 2.2 under |βn| = O(ln lnn)⇒ Theorem 2.2.
(4.22)
Since k-vertex-connectivity, k-edge-connectivity, and
the property of minimum vertex degree being at least
k, are all monotone increasing, then to show (4.22),
it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. (a) For graph Hs(n, tn, Pn) under
1
s!
· tn2sPns = lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ βn
n
(4.23)
with limn→∞ βn = −∞, there exists graph
Hs(n, t˜n, P˜n) under
1
s!
· t˜n2sP˜n
s
=
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ β˜n
n
(4.24)
with limn→∞ β˜n = −∞ and β˜n = −O(ln lnn)
such that there exists a graph coupling under which
Hs(n, tn, Pn) is a spanning subgraph of Hs(n, t˜n, P˜n).
(b) For graph Hs(n, tn, Pn) under
1
s!
· tn2sPns = lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ βn
n
(4.25)
with limn→∞ βn = ∞, there exists graph
Hs(n, t̂n, P̂n) under
1
s!
· t̂n2sP̂n
s
=
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ β̂n
n
(4.26)
with limn→∞ β̂n = ∞ and β̂n = O(ln lnn)
such that there exists a graph coupling under
which Hs(n, tn, Pn) is a spanning supergraph of
Hs(n, t̂n, P̂n).
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is detailed in Section 6.4
in the Appendix.
Now we use Theorem 2.1 to prove Theorem
2.2 with confined |βn| = O(ln lnn). Here, the
main idea is to exploit a coupling result between
the uniform s-intersection graph and a binomial s-
intersection graph. Let I∗ denote either one of
the following graph properties: k-vertex-connectivity,
k-edge-connectivity, and the property of minimum
vertex degree being at least k. With K−n and K
+
n
defined by
K±n = tnPn ±
√
3 lnn(lnn+ tnPn),(4.27)
we have from Lemma 6.5 that if tnPn = ω(lnn), then
P
[
Graph Gs(n,K
−
n , Pn) has I∗.
]− o(1)(4.28)
≤ P[Graph Hs(n, tn, Pn) has I∗. ]
≤ P[Graph Gs(n,K+n , Pn) has I∗. ]+ o(1).
Under conditions (2.4), (2.5), and |βn| =
O(ln lnn), we now show that tnPn = ω(lnn). From
(2.5) and |βn| = O(ln lnn), we first get
1
s!
· tn2sPns = lnn±O(ln lnn)
n
=
lnn
n
· [1± o(1)].
(4.29)
From (2.4) and (4.29), it follows that
tnPn =
√
tn
2Pn ·
√
Pn
(4.30)
=
{{
s!n−1 lnn · [1± o(1)]} 12s ·√Ω(n), for s ≥ 2,{
s!n−1 lnn · [1± o(1)]} 12s ·√Ω(nc), for s = 1,
=
{
Ω
(
n
1
2− 12s (lnn)
1
2s
)
, for s ≥ 2,
Ω
(
n
c−1
2 (lnn)
1
2
)
, for s = 1,
yielding tnPn = ω(lnn) in view of c > 1, so we can
use (4.28). Using (4.27) and (4.30), we further obtain
(K±n )
2s
Pn
s =
[
tnPn ±
√
3 lnn(lnn+ tnPn)
]2s
Pn
s
(4.31)
=
(tnPn)
2s
Pn
s ·
[
1±
√
3 lnn
tnPn
(
lnn
tnPn
+ 1
) ]2s
= tn
2sPn
s ·
[
1± o
(
1
lnn
)]
,
where in the last step we use tnPn = ω
(
(lnn)3
)
,
which follows from (4.30) due to constant c > 1.
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Applying (2.5) and (4.29) to (4.31), we have
1
s!
· (K
±
n )
2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ βn ± o(1)
n
.
(4.32)
In view of (4.32) and Pn = Ω(n), we use Theorem 2.1
to obtain
lim
n→∞
P
[
Graph Gs(n,K
±
n , Pn) has I∗.
]
(4.33)
= e−
e− limn→∞[βn±o(1)]
(k−1)! = e−
e− limn→∞ βn
(k−1)! .
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is completed by (4.28)
and (4.33).
5 Conclusion
Random s-intersection graphs have been used in a
wide range of applications. Two extensively studied
models are a uniform random s-intersection graph
and a binomial random s-intersection graph. In this
paper, for a uniform/binomial random s-intersection
graph, we derive exact asymptotic expressions for the
probabilities of the following three properties: (i) k-
vertex-connectivity, (ii) k-edge-connectivity and (iii)
the property that each vertex has degree at least k.
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6 Appendix
We first present in Section 6.1 additional lemmas used
in proving the theorems. Afterwards, we detail the
proofs of the lemmas.
6.1 Additional lemmas. Some additional lem-
mas are given below. The relation “∼” stands for
an asymptotical equivalence; i.e., fn ∼ gn means
limn→∞(fn/gn) = 1.
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Lemma 6.1. If 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
= lnn±O(ln lnn)n and Pn =
Ω(nc) for constant c, then Kn = Ω
(
n
c
2− 12s (lnn)
1
2s
)
.
Lemma 6.2. The following properties (a) and (b)
hold, where qn is the edge probability in uniform
random s-intersection graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn).
(a) If Pn = Ω(n) and
1
s! · Kn
2s
Pns
= lnn±O(ln lnn)n , then
qn ∼ 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
and
∣∣ qn − 1s! · Kn2sPns ∣∣ = o( 1n).
(b) If Pn = Ω(n) and qn =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n , then
qn ∼ 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
and
∣∣ qn − 1s! · Kn2sPns ∣∣ = o( 1n).
Lemma 6.3. For uniform random s-intersection
graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under Kn = ω(1), the following
properties (a) (b) and (c) hold for i = r+1, r+2, . . . , n
(i.e., vertex vi /∈ {v1, v2, . . . , vr}), where Eij denotes
the event that an edge exists between vertices vi and
vj, Si is the number of items on vertex vi, and qn is
the edge probability.
(a) If |⋃rj=1 Sj | ≥ ⌊(1 + ε1)Kn⌋ for some positive
constant ε1, then for any positive constant ε2 <
(1 + ε1)
s − 1, it holds for all n sufficiently large
that
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e−qn(1+ε2).
(6.34)
(b) If |⋃rj=1 Sj| ≥ ⌊λ1rKn⌋ for some positive con-
stant λ1, then for any positive constant λ2 < λ1
s,
it holds for all n sufficiently large that
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e−λ2rqn .(6.35)
(c) If |⋃rj=1 Sj | ≥ ⌊µ1Pn⌋ for some positive con-
stant µ1, then for any positive constant µ2 <
(s!)−1µ1s, it holds for all n sufficiently large that
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e−µ2Kn .(6.36)
Lemma 6.4. For uniform random s-intersection
graph Gs(n,Kn, Pn) under Pn = Ω(n), Kn = ω(1)
and rn := min
(⌊
Pn
Kn
⌋
,
⌊
n
2
⌋)
= ω(1), the following
properties (a) (b) and (c) hold for any constant in-
teger R ≥ 2, where ε1, λ1 and µ1 are specified in
Lemma 3.4, and events Aℓ,r and E(J) are defined in
Sections 6.3 and 3.3, respectively.
(a) Let ε3 be any positive constant with ε3 < (1 +
ε1)
s − 1. For all n sufficiently large, it holds for
r = 2, 3, . . . , R that
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
≤ rr−2qnr−1(rqn)ℓe−qnn(1+ε3).
(b) Let λ2 be any positive constant with λ2 < λ1
s.
For all n sufficiently large, it holds for r =
R+ 1, R+ 2, . . . , rn that
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
≤ rr−2qnr−1e−λ2rqnn/3.
(c) Let µ2 be any positive constant with µ2 <
(s!)−1µ1s. For all n sufficiently large, it holds
for r = rn + 1, rn + 2, . . . , ⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋ that
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
≤ e−µ2Knn/3.
Lemma 6.5. ([12, Lemma 4]) Let K−n and K
+
n de-
note tnPn −
√
3 lnn(lnn+ tnPn) and tnPn +√
3 lnn(lnn+ tnPn), respectively. If tnPn = ω(lnn),
then for any monotone increasing graph property I,
it holds that
P
[
Graph Gs(n,K
−
n , Pn) has I.
]− o(1)
≤ P[Graph Hs(n, tn, Pn) has I. ]
≤ P[Graph Gs(n,K+n , Pn) has I. ] + o(1).
6.2 Proof of Lemma 3.1
Proving property (a). We define α˜n
∗
by
α˜n
∗
= max{αn,− ln lnn},(6.37)
and define K˜n
∗
such that
1
s!
· (K˜n
∗
)2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ α˜n∗
n
.(6.38)
We set
K˜n :=
⌊
K˜n
∗⌋
,(6.39)
and
P˜n := Pn.(6.40)
From (3.9) (6.37) and (6.38), it holds that
Kn ≤ K˜n
∗
.(6.41)
Then by (6.39) (6.41) and the fact that Kn and K˜n
are both integers, it follows that
Kn ≤ K˜n.(6.42)
From (6.40) and (6.42), by [12, Lemma 3], there
exists a graph coupling under which Gs(n,Kn, Pn)
is a spanning subgraph of Gs(n, K˜n, P˜n). Therefore,
the proof of property (a) is completed once we show
α˜n defined in (3.8) satisfies
lim
n→∞
α˜n = −∞,(6.43)
α˜n = −O(ln lnn).(6.44)
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We first prove (6.43). From (3.8) (6.38) and
(6.39), it holds that
α˜n ≤ α˜n∗,(6.45)
which together with (6.37) and limn→∞ αn = −∞
yields (6.43).
Now we establish (6.44). From (6.39), we have
K˜n > K˜n
∗ − 1. Then from (3.8) and (6.40), it holds
that
α˜n = n · 1
s!
· K˜n
2s
Pn
s − [lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn](6.46)
> n · 1
s!
· (K˜n
∗ − 1)2s
Pn
s − [lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn].
By limn→∞ αn = −∞, it holds that αn ≤ 0 for all n
sufficiently large. Then from (6.37), it follows that
α˜n
∗ = −O(ln lnn),(6.47)
which along with Lemma 6.1, equation (6.38) and
condition Pn = Ω(n) induces
K˜n
∗
= Ω
(
(lnn)
1
2s
)
.(6.48)
Hence, we have limn→∞ K˜n
∗
= ∞ and it further
holds for all n sufficient large that
(K˜n
∗ − 1)2s > (K˜n
∗
)2s − 3s(K˜n
∗
)2s−1.(6.49)
Applying (6.49) to (6.46) and then using (6.38),
Lemma 6.1 and Pn = Ω(n), it follows that
α˜n
(6.50)
>
n
s!
· (K˜n
∗
)2s−3s(K˜n
∗
)2s−1
Pn
s − [lnn+(k−1) ln lnn]
= α˜n
∗ − 3s
s!
· n ·Θ(Pn− 12n− 2s−12s (lnn) 2s−12s )
= α˜n
∗ −O(n− 12+ 12s (lnn)1− 12s ).
As noted at the beginning of Section 3, our proof
is for s ≥ 2 since the case of s = 1 already is proved
by us [25]. Using s ≥ 2 in (6.50), it holds that
α˜n > α˜n
∗
+ o(1), which along with (6.45) and (6.47)
yields (6.44).
Proving property (b). We define α̂n
∗
by
α̂n
∗
= min{αn, ln lnn},(6.51)
and define K̂n
∗
such that
1
s!
· (K̂n
∗
)2s
Pn
s =
lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn+ α̂n∗
n
.(6.52)
We set
K̂n :=
⌈
K̂n
∗⌉
,(6.53)
and
P̂n := Pn.(6.54)
From (3.9) (6.51) and (6.52), it holds that
Kn ≥ K̂n
∗
.(6.55)
Then by (6.53) (6.55) and the fact that Kn and K̂n
are both integers, it follows that
Kn ≥ K̂n.(6.56)
From (6.54) and (6.56), by [12, Lemma 3], there
exists a graph coupling under which Gs(n,Kn, Pn) is
a spanning supergraph of Gs(n, K̂n, P̂n). Therefore,
the proof of property (b) is completed once we show
α̂n defined in (3.10) satisfies
lim
n→∞
α̂n =∞,(6.57)
α̂n = O(ln lnn).(6.58)
We first prove (6.57). From (3.10) (6.52) and
(6.53), it holds that
α̂n ≥ α̂n∗,(6.59)
which together with (6.51) and limn→∞ αn = ∞
yields (6.57).
Now we establish (6.58). From (6.53), we have
K̂n < K̂n
∗
+1. Then from (3.10) and (6.54), it holds
that
α̂n = n · 1
s!
· K̂n
2s
Pn
s − [lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn](6.60)
< n · 1
s!
· (K̂n
∗
+ 1)
2s
Pn
s − [lnn+ (k − 1) ln lnn].
By limn→∞ αn = ∞, it holds that αn ≥ 0 for all n
sufficiently large. Then from (6.51), it follows that
α̂n
∗ = O(ln lnn),(6.61)
which along with Lemma 6.1, equation (6.52) and
condition Pn = Ω(n) induces
K̂n
∗
= Ω
(
(lnn)
1
2s
)
.(6.62)
Hence, we have limn→∞ K̂n
∗
= ∞ and it further
holds for all n sufficient large that
(K̂n
∗
+ 1)
2s
< (K̂n
∗
)2s + 3s(K̂n
∗
)2s−1.(6.63)
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Applying (6.63) to (6.60) and then using (6.52),
Lemma 6.1 and Pn = Ω(n), it follows that
α̂n
(6.64)
<
n
s!
· (K̂n
∗
)2s+3s(K̂n
∗
)2s−1
Pn
s − [lnn+(k−1) ln lnn]
= α̂n
∗
+
3s
s!
· n ·Θ(Pn− 12n− 2s−12s (lnn) 2s−12s )
= α̂n
∗
+O
(
n−
1
2+
1
2s (lnn)1−
1
2s
)
.
As noted at the beginning of Section 3, our proof
is for s ≥ 2 since the case of s = 1 already is proved
by Rybarczyk [28]. Using s ≥ 2 in (6.64), it holds
that α̂n < α̂n
∗
+ o(1), which along with (6.59) and
(6.61) yields (6.58).
6.3 The proof of Lemma 3.5. By the analysis
in [5, Section IV], we obtain [5, Equation (148)].
Namely, with some events defined as follows:
• Cr: event that the induced subgraph
of Gs(n,Kn, Pn) defined on vertex set
{v1, v2, . . . , vr} is connected,
• Bℓ,r: event that any vertex in
{vr+1, vr+2, . . . , vr+ℓ} has an edge with at
least one vertex in {v1, v2, . . . , vr},
• Dℓ,r: event that any vertex in
{vr+ℓ+1, vr+ℓ+2, . . . , vn} and any vertex in
{v1, v2, . . . , vr} has no edge in between, and
• Aℓ,r: event that events Cr, Bℓ,r and Dℓ,r all
happen,
it holds that
P
[
(κ = ℓ) ∩ (δ > ℓ) ∩ E(J)
]
(6.65)
≤
⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋∑
r=2
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
.
The proof of Lemma 3.5 is completed once we
show the following three results:
R∑
r=2
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
= o(1),(6.66)
rn∑
r=R+1
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
= o(1),
(6.67)
and
⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋∑
r=rn+1
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
= o(1),
(6.68)
where rn = min
(⌊
Pn
Kn
⌋
,
⌊
n
2
⌋)
.
From condition (3.20), it follows that KnPn = o(1),
yielding rn = ω(1). From conditions (3.20) and
Pn = Ω(n), we use Lemma 6.1 to derive Kn = ω(1).
Therefore, we have Pn = Ω(n), Kn = ω(1) and
rn = ω(1), enabling us to use Lemma 6.4.
In addition, given conditions (3.20) and Pn =
Ω(n), we use Lemma 6.2 to obtain
qn =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n
.(6.69)
Hence, it holds that
qn ≤ 2 lnn
n
, for all n sufficiently large,(6.70)
and there exists constant c0 such that
qn ≥ lnn− c0 ln lnn
n
, for all n sufficiently large.
(6.71)
6.3.1 Establishing (6.66). From
(
n
ℓ
) ≤ nℓ,(
n−ℓ
r
) ≤ nr and property (a) of Lemma 6.4, it fol-
lows that(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
(6.72)
≤ nℓ · nr · rr−2qnr−1(rqn)ℓ · e−qnn(1+ε3)
= rℓrr−2 · nℓ+rqnℓ+r−1 · e−qnn(1+ε3).
Applying (6.69) and (6.71) to (6.72), we get(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
≤ rℓrr−2nℓ+r
(
2 lnn
n
)ℓ+r−1
e−(1+ε3)(lnn−c0 ln lnn)
≤ 2ℓ+r−1rℓ+r−2n−ε3(lnn)ℓ+r−1+c0(1+ε3)
= o(1).
Since R is a constant, (6.66) clearly follows.
6.3.2 Establishing (6.67). From
(
n
ℓ
) ≤ nℓ,(
n−ℓ
r
) ≤ (e(n−ℓ)r )r ≤ ( enr )r and property (b) of
Lemma 6.4, we have(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
(6.73)
≤ nℓ ·
(
e(n− ℓ)
r
)r
· rr−2qnr−1e−λ2rqnn/3
≤ nℓ+rerqnr−1e−λ2rqnn/3.
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Applying (6.69) and (6.71) to (6.73), we get
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
](6.74)
≤ nℓ+rer ·
(
2 lnn
n
)r−1
· e−λ2r(lnn−c0 ln lnn)/3
≤ nℓ+1 · (2en−λ2/3(lnn)c0λ2/3+1)r.
Given 2en−λ2/3(lnn)c0λ2/3+1 = o(1) and (6.74), we
obtain
rn∑
r=R+1
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
≤
∞∑
r=R+1
nℓ+1 · (2en−λ2/3(lnn)c0λ2/3+1)r
= nℓ+1 ·
(
2en−λ2/3(lnn)c0λ2/3+1
)R+1
1− 2en−λ2/3(lnn)c0λ2/3+1
∼ nℓ+1−λ2(R+1)/3(2e(lnn)c0λ2/3+1)R+1.(6.75)
We pick constant R ≥ 3(ℓ+1)λ2 so that ℓ+ 1 − λ2(R +
1)/3 ≤ −λ23 . As a result, we obtain
R.H.S. of (6.75) = o(1)
and thus establish (6.67).
6.3.3 Establishing (6.68). From
(
n
ℓ
) ≤ nℓ and
property (c) of Lemma 6.4, it holds that
⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋∑
r=rn+1
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
(6.76)
≤ nℓ · e−µ2Knn/3 ·
⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋∑
r=rn+1
(
n− ℓ
r
)
.
Given conditions Pn = Ω(n) and (3.20), we use
Lemma 6.1 to derive
Kn = Ω
(
n
1
2− 12s (lnn)
1
2s
)
= ω(1),
which yields
µ2Kn/3 ≥ 2 ln 2, for all n sufficiently large.(6.77)
We have
⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋∑
r=rn+1
(
n− ℓ
r
)
≤
⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋∑
r=rn+1
(
n
r
)
≤
n∑
r=0
(
n
r
)
= 2n.
(6.78)
Applying (6.77) and (6.78) to (6.76), we finally
obtain
⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋∑
r=rn+1
(
n
ℓ
)(
n− ℓ
r
)
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
≤ nℓ · 2n · e−µ2Knn/3
= eℓ lnn+n ln 2−µ2Knn/3
≤ eℓ lnn−n ln 2, for all n sufficiently large.
The result (6.68) clearly follows with n→∞.
6.4 Proof of Lemma 4.1
(a)
P˜n = Pn,(6.79)
and
β˜n = max{βn,− ln lnn}.(6.80)
Given (6.80) and limn→∞ βn = −∞, we clearly
obtain limn→∞ β˜n = −∞ and β˜n = −O(ln lnn).
It holds from (6.80) that β˜n ≥ βn, which along
with (4.23) (4.24) and (6.79) yields tn ≤ t˜n. Under
tn ≤ t˜n and P˜n = Pn, by [20, Section 3], there
exists a graph coupling under which Hs(n, tn, Pn) is
a spanning subgraph of Hs(n, t˜n, P˜n).
(b) We set
P̂n = Pn,(6.81)
and
β̂n = min{βn, ln lnn}.(6.82)
Given (6.82) and limn→∞ βn = ∞, we clearly
obtain limn→∞ β̂n =∞ and β̂n = O(ln lnn).
It holds from (6.82) that β̂n ≤ βn, which along
with (4.25) (4.26) and (6.81) yields tn ≥ t̂n. Under
tn ≥ t̂n and P̂n = Pn, by [20, Section 3], there
exists a graph coupling under which Hs(n, tn, Pn) is
a spanning supergraph of Hs(n, t̂n, P̂n).
6.5 Proof of Lemma 6.1. From condition
1
s!
· Kn
2s
Pn
s =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n
∼ lnn
n
,(6.83)
it holds that
Kn
2
Pn
= Θ
(
n−
1
s (lnn)
1
s
)
,(6.84)
which along with condition Pn = Ω(n
c) yields
Kn =
√
Pn ·Θ
(
n−
1
s (lnn)
1
s
)
= Ω
(
n
c
2− 12s (lnn)
1
2s
)
.
(6.85)
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6.6 Proof of Lemma 6.2.
(a)We still have (6.83) and (6.84) here. Then setting
c as 1 in (6.85), it holds that
Kn = Ω
(
n
1
2− 12s (lnn)
1
2s
)
.(6.86)
Given (6.84) and (6.86), we use [15, Lemma 1] and [5,
Lemma 8] to have
qn =
{
1
s!
(
Kn
2
Pn
)s[
1±O(Kn2Pn )±O( 1Kn )], for s ≥ 2,
Kn
2
Pn
[
1±O(Kn2Pn )], for s = 1.
(6.87)
Now we use (6.84) (6.86) and (6.87) to derive
qn ∼ 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
and
∣∣ qn − 1s! · Kn2sPns ∣∣ = o( 1n).
First, (6.84) and (6.86) imply Kn
2
Pn
= o(1) and
Kn = ω(1), respectively, which are used in (6.87) to
derive qn ∼ 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
. Second, applying (6.84) and
(6.86) directly to (6.87), we obtain the following two
cases:
(i) For s ≥ 2, it holds that∣∣∣∣qn − 1s!
(
Kn
2
Pn
)s∣∣∣∣
= Θ
(
lnn
n
)[
±O(n− 1s (lnn) 1s )±O(n 12s− 12 (lnn)− 12s)]
= ±o
(
1
n
)
.
(ii) For s = 1, it holds that∣∣∣∣qn − Kn2Pn
∣∣∣∣ = ±O
((
lnn
n
)2)
= ±o
(
1
n
)
.
Summarizing cases (i) and (ii) above, we have
proved property (a) of Lemma 6.2.
(b) By [3, Lemma 6], the edge probabilty qn satisfies
qn ≤
[(
Kn
s
)]2(
Pn
s
) .(6.88)
From (6.88) and condition qn =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n , it holds
that [(
Kn
s
)]2(
Pn
s
) ≥ lnn
n
· [1− o(1)],
which along with
[
(Kns )
]2
(Pns )
≤ 1s! · Kn
2s
(Pn−s+1)s and Pn =
Ω(n) leads to
Kn
2s ≥ s!(Pn−s+1)s · lnn
n
[1−o(1)] = Ω(ns−1 lnn).
Therefore, it follows that
Kn = Ω
(
n
1
2− 12s (lnn)
1
2s
)
.(6.89)
Note that for some n, if Pn < 2Kn − s, then
two vertices share at least s items with probability
1, resulting in qn = 1. Therefore, given condition
qn =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n , we know that for all n sufficiently
large, Pn ≥ 2Kn − s holds, so the probability that
two vertices share exactly s items is expressed by(
Kn
s
)(
Pn−Kn
Kn−s
)/(
Pn
Kn
)
. Then
qn ≥ P[ Two vertices share exactly s items. ]
(6.90)
=
(
Kn
s
)(
Pn −Kn
Kn − s
)/(
Pn
Kn
)
=
1
s!
·
[ s−1∏
i=0
(Kn − i)
]2
·
∏Kn−s−1
i=0 (Pn −Kn)∏Kn−1
i=0 (Pn − i)
≥ 1
s!
· (Kn − s+ 1)
2s
Pn
s ,
which together with condition qn =
lnn±O(ln lnn)
n
implies
(Kn − s+ 1)2
Pn
= O
(
n−
1
s (lnn)
1
s
)
.(6.91)
From (6.89) and the fact that s is a constant, it holds
that Kn − s+ 1 ∼ Kn, which with (6.91) yields
Kn
2
Pn
= O
(
n−
1
s (lnn)
1
s
)
.(6.92)
Now we use (6.92) (6.89) and (6.87) to derive
qn ∼ 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
and
∣∣ qn − 1s! · Kn2sPns ∣∣ = o( 1n), in a way
similar to proving property (a) above.
First, (6.92) and (6.89) imply Kn = ω(1) and
Kn
2
Pn
= o(1), respectively, which are used in (6.87) to
derive qn ∼ 1s! · Kn
2s
Pns
. Second, applying (6.92) and
(6.89) directly to (6.87), we still have cases (i) and
(ii) in the proof of property (a) above. Hence, finally
we also obtain
∣∣ qn− 1s! ·Kn2sPns ∣∣ = o( 1n). Then property
(b) is proved.
6.7 Proof of Lemma 6.3. Recall that Eij de-
notes the event that an edge exists between ver-
tices vi and vj , and Si is the number of items on
vertex vi. Event Eij occurs if and only if |Si ∩
Sj| ≥ s. Therefore, event
⋂r
j=1 Eij is equivalent to⋂r
j=1
(|Si∩Sj | < s), which clearly is implied by event
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∣∣Si ∩ (⋃rj=1 Sj)∣∣ < s. Then
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
(6.93)
≤ P
[ ∣∣∣∣Si ∩ ( r⋃
j=1
Sj
)∣∣∣∣ < s∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr ]
≤ 1− P
[ ∣∣∣∣Si ∩ ( r⋃
j=1
Sj
)∣∣∣∣ = s∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr ]
= 1−
(|⋃rj=1 Sj |
s
)(
Pn−s
Kn−s
)(
Pn
Kn
)
= 1−
(|⋃rj=1 Sj |
s
)(
Kn
s
)(
Pn
s
)
≤ e
− (
|
⋃r
j=1 Sj |
s )(
Kn
s )
(Pns ) .
First, we have (6.88) by [3, Lemma 6]. Applying
(6.88) to (6.93), we obtain
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e− (
|
⋃r
j=1 Sj |
s )
(Kns )
qn
.
(6.94)
Now we prove properties (a), (b), and (c) of
Lemma 6.3, respectively.
(a) Given condition Kn = ω(1), it follows that
⌊(1 + ε1)Kn⌋ > s for all n sufficiently large. For
property (a), we have condition |⋃rj=1 Sj | ≥ ⌊(1 +
ε1)Kn⌋, which is used in (6.94) to derive
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e−(
⌊(1+ε1)Kn⌋
s )
(Kns )
qn
.
(6.95)
We have (⌊(1+ε1)Kn⌋
s
)(
Kn
s
) = ∏s−1i=0 {⌊(1 + ε1)Kn⌋ − i}∏s−1
i=0 (Kn − i)
(6.96)
≥
[
(1 + ε1)Kn − 1− s
Kn
]s
.
Given conditions ε2 < (1 + ε1)
s − 1 and Kn =
ω(1), it follows that Kn ≥ s+11+ε1− s√1+ε2 for all n
sufficiently large, yielding
(1 + ε1)Kn − 1− s
Kn
(6.97)
≥ (1 + ε1)− (s+ 1) · 1 + ε1 −
s
√
1 + ε2
s+ 1
= s
√
1 + ε2.
Applying (6.97) to (6.96), we obtain(⌊(1+ε1)Kn⌋
s
)(
Kn
s
) ≥ ( s√(1 + ε2) )s = 1 + ε2,
which is substituted into (6.95) to induce
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e−qn(1+ε2).
(b) Given condition Kn = ω(1), it follows that
⌊λ1rKn⌋ > s for all n sufficiently large. For property
(b), we have condition |⋃rj=1 Sj | ≥ ⌊λ1rKn⌋, which
is used in (6.94) to derive
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e− (
⌊λ1rKn⌋
s )
(Kns )
qn
.(6.98)
We have
(⌊λ1rKn⌋
s
)(
Kn
s
) =∏s−1i=0 (⌊λ1rKn⌋− i)∏s−1
i=0 (Kn − i)
≥
(
λ1rKn−1−s
Kn
)s
.
(6.99)
Given conditions λ2 < λ1
s and Kn = ω(1), it
follows that Kn ≥ s+1λ1− s√λ2 ≥
s+1
r(λ1− s
√
λ2)
for all n
sufficiently large, inducing
λ1rKn−1−s
Kn
≥λ1r−(s+1)r(λ1−
s
√
λ2 )
s+ 1
= s
√
λ2r.
(6.100)
Applying (6.100) to (6.99), we obtain(⌊λ1rKn⌋
s
)/(
Kn
s
) ≥ ( s√λ2r )s = λ2rs ≥ λ2r,
which is substituted into (6.98) to induce
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e−λ2rqn .
(c) From Pn ≥ Kn = ω(1), it follows that Pn =
ω(1). Then ⌊µ1Pn⌋ > s for all n sufficiently large. For
property (c), we have condition |⋃rj=1 Sj | ≥ ⌊µ1Pn⌋,
which is used in (6.93) to derive
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e− (
⌊µ1Pn⌋
s )(
Kn
s )
(Pns ) .
(6.101)
We have (⌊µ1Pn⌋
s
)(
Kn
s
)(
Pn
s
)(6.102)
≥ (s!)
−1(⌊µ1Pn⌋ − s)s · (s!)−1(Kn − s)s
(s!)−1(Pn)s
≥ 1
s!
·
(
µ1Pn − 1− s
Pn
)s
· (Kn − s)s.
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Given 0 < µ2 < (s!)
−1µ1s and Pn ≥ Kn = ω(1), it
follows that Pn ≥ s+1µ1−√µ1 2s√s!µ2 and Kn ≥
s+1
1−
√
s!µ2
µ1
s
for all n sufficiently large, inducing
µ1Pn − 1− s
Pn
(6.103)
≥ µ1 − (s+ 1) ·
µ1 −√µ1 2s
√
s!µ2
s+ 1
=
√
µ1
2s
√
s!µ2,
and
(Kn − s)s(6.104)
≥ Kn − s ≥ Kn −Kn
(
1−
√
s!µ2
µ1s
)
=
√
s!µ2
µ1s
Kn.
Applying (6.103) and (6.104) to (6.102), we obtain(⌊µ1Pn⌋
s
)(
Kn
s
)(
Pn
s
) ≥ 1
s!
(
√
µ1
2s
√
s!µ2)
s
√
s!µ2
µ1s
Kn=µ2Kn,
which is substituted into (6.101) to induce
P
[ r⋂
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ e−µ2Kn .
6.8 Proof of Lemma 6.4. We consider events
Bℓ,r, Dℓ,r and Aℓ,r defined in Section 6.3. By
definitions, we have
Bℓ,r :=
r+ℓ⋂
i=r+1
r⋃
j=1
Eij ,
Dℓ,r :=
n⋂
i=r+ℓ+1
r⋂
j=1
Eij ,
and
Aℓ,r := Bℓ,r ∩ Cr ∩ Dℓ,r.
Then considering that given S1, S2, . . . , Sr, events
Bℓ,r and Dℓ,r ∩ E(J) are conditionally independent,
we obtain
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
](6.105)
= P
[
Cr ∩ Bℓ,r ∩Dℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
=
∑
S1,S2,...,Sr:
Cr happens.
{
P[S1,S2,. . . ,Sr]P[Bℓ,r | S1,S2,. . . ,Sr]
P[Dℓ,r ∩ E(J) | S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
}
.
We have
P[Bℓ,r | S1,S2,. . . ,Sr] =
{
P
[ r⋃
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣S1,S2,. . . ,Sr]
}ℓ
.
By the union bound,
P
[ r⋃
j=1
Eij
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
≤
r∑
j=1
P[Eij | S1, S2, . . . , Sr] =
r∑
j=1
P[Eij ] = rqn.
Then
P[Bℓ,r | S1, S2, . . . , Sr] ≤ min{(rqn)ℓ, 1}.(6.106)
We have
P[Dℓ,r ∩ E(J) | S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
=
{
P
[ ( r⋂
j=1
Eij
)
∩ E(J)
∣∣∣∣ S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
}n−ℓ−r
.
By Lemma 6.3, for all n sufficiently large,
(a) for r = 2, 3, . . . , R, it holds that
P[Dℓ,r ∩ E(J) | S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
≤ e−qn(1+ε2)(n−ℓ−r) ≤ e−qnn(1+ε3).
To see this, pick any ε3 < (1 + ε1)
s − 1, and use
Lemma 6.3 with ε3 < ε2 < (1 + ε1)
s − 1.
(b) for r = 2, 3, . . . , rn, it holds that
P[Dℓ,r ∩ E(J) | S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
≤ e−λ2rqn(n−ℓ−r) ≤ e−λ2rqnn/3.
(c) for r = rn + 1, rn + 2, . . . , ⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋, it holds that
P[Dℓ,r ∩ E(J) | S1, S2, . . . , Sr]
≤ e−µ2Kn(n−ℓ−r) ≤ e−µ2Knn/3.
For simplicity, we use Λ to summarize the upper
bounds on P[Dℓ,r ∩ E(J) | S1, S2, . . . , Sr] in cases
(a) (b) and (c) above; i.e., Λ = e−qnn(1+ε3) for r =
2, 3, . . . , R, and e−λ2rqnn/3 for r = R+1, R+2, . . . , rn,
and e−µ2Knn/3 for r = rn + 1, rn + 2, . . . , ⌊n−ℓ2 ⌋. In
view of Λ, (6.106) and P [Cr] ≤ min{rr−2qnr−1, 1}
by [5, Lemma 11], we obtain from (6.105) that
P
[
Aℓ,r ∩ E(J)
]
≤
∑
S1,S2,...,Sr:
Cr happens.
{
P[S1,S2,. . . ,Sr] ·min{(rqn)ℓ, 1} · Λ
}
= P [Cr] ·min{(rqn)ℓ, 1} · Λ
(6.107)
≤ min{rr−2qnr−1, 1} ·min{(rqn)ℓ, 1} · Λ,
which clearly completes the proof of Lemma 6.4.
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